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2014 – Part 1 of 2 (ex Facebook)
On Sunday, 23 February 2014, 20:09, Facebook
<notification+kr4m2nb5n4nr@facebookmail.com> wrote
Lisa Young
23/02/14 20:09

Hi Karen, it's been a while since I gave an update on Mojo
[horse] (& Cassie the cat)...
After last winter's major battle with Mojo's mud fever [mud
issues] this year with the incessant rain I feared the worse
but... nothing!
He's out everyday & so far Mojo has been doing really well
(touch wood) and he's looking brilliant.
No one can believe he's not on a ton of feed with his shiny
coat. I just tell them about Ruggle-it & Protexin ☺
As for Cassie with her skin issues & scratching, she's had a
few baths (not happy!) and I've been using the oil as you
directed. The scabs were gone in a couple of weeks &
haven't returned and I now just top up the oil every now &
then.
I haven't used "traditional" flea treatments [products]
since and her coat is lovely & shiny. She flatly refused to eat
the probiotics though so I've used them instead!
Thanks again for your wonderful products. Hope you haven't been troubled too much with the recent flooding. X

2013 – Part 2 of 2 – Original Struggle for Cassie the cat
-----Original Message----From: Lisa Young
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 7:15 PM
To: Ruggles&Stopitall
Hi Karen, hope you are well. Mojo has been doing great this summer with his Ruggle-it - no scabs
this year which is wonderful!
.../pto

HOWEVER (!) my cat has now decided to get some rather large scabs [crusty lumps] and is
scratching quite a lot.
I've used "traditional" flea treatments [products] & combed her through & there is no evidence of
fleas.
The scabs [crusty lumps]are on the back of her neck & under her chin currently, but she's super furry
& it's difficult to say for definite if there are others but I don't think so.
She's never had this before [R&SL comment – 2013 was a very bad year for Harvest Mites, especially
for cats – probably thanks to a proper summer at last!].
I moved back in April & she had a bit of a rough time finding her feet initially with some fairly
dominant tom cats (which have thankfully now gone) so I'm wondering whether it's stress.
She got bitten by the tom & had to have antibiotics [some Veterinary products] & painkillers and it's
been since then she's been scabby.
To add to that, she's always been very food intolerant (why do I pick up all the sickly ones?!) since I
got her at 6 months as a stray. She's on hypoallergenic dry food (James Wellbeloved) as anything
else makes her vomit. [R&SL comment – there are often connections between such 'intolerances'
and then an extreme immune response to being bitten by a bug, e.g. mite, flea.]
I'm wondering if Ruggle-it would help but not really sure how I would treat her as she's none too
keen on sprays!
Any help/guidance you could give would be much appreciated.
[R&SL replied with guidance on how to use our Ruggle-it products on a nervous cat – there was
nothing difficult, but certainly Ruggle-it is unusual in its application & absolute flexibility & versatility –
but hopefully worth the effort!]
Kind regards
Lisa
Many thanks to Lisa Young, Mojo & Cassie for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones received in writing will be
considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted
testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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